WordPower 24 with Phrases practice core word sentences for TouchChat
1) I want to go to the grocery store.
(Touch the "smart period" on the bottom row to speak the sentence.)
2) I want to eat yogurt and fruit snacks.
3) I want to drink iced tea and Sprite.
4) I want to go to Burger King.
5) I want to listen to country music and jazz.
6) I want to play with puzzles.
7) I want to read a book.
8) I want to watch Dancing with the Stars and a movie.
9) I want to see my dad. (PEOPLE)
10) I want more.
11) Do you want more?
12) I love you.
13) I like it.
14) Do you want to eat pudding?
(Touch the QUESTION key on the top row to find the "smart question mark.")
15) Is it your turn?
16) I would like to watch TV.
17) Do you want to play with me?
18) I don’t need help today.
(Touch the TIME key to find "today.”)
19) I want to drink soda.
(Notice that the category for DRINKS appears after you say the word “drink.”)
20) Do you like to eat pizza with pepperoni?
(Notice that the category for FOOD appears after you say the word “eat.”
Notice that “with” appears after you select “pizza.”)
21) How much is it? (QUESTIONS)
22) Why don’t you want to come over to my house?

23) What will we do today/later on? (QUESTIONS)
24) I feel really good.
25) A want to go to the mall.
26) I want to play Wii bowling.
(Notice that the category for GAMES and SPORTS appears on the TOYS page after you
say the word “play.” Select SPORTS to say “Wii bowling.”)
27) I am really tired today.
(Select DESCRIBE to say “really tired.”)
28) I feel better than I did.
(Notice that “than” appears after you say “better.”)
29) He feels sadder than she does.
(Find “he” and “she” in the PEOPLE category. Notice that the comparatives -er and –est
appear after you say “sad,” and “than” appears after an –er version of that adjective.”)
30) I love to eat at Taco Bell and Pizza Hut.
31) I need to go to Target and Best Buy.
(Find the link for STORES on the PLACES page.)
32) I like to listen to the iPod.
33) I want to jump on the trampoline and ride horses and go swimming.
(After you say “I want,” select FAVORITE THINGS to find a list of favorite activities.)
34) I would like to “kiss” you.
(A complete set of verbs is available by selecting the ACTIONS A-Z key.
35) You are amazing!
(A complete set of adjectives is available by selecting the DESCRIBE A-Z key.

